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Arriving at Chinavasion is the next release by Android phone specialist, thl, this is the “thl T200”, which 
brings power and performance directly to the user as it uses true octa-core technology. Still coming with 
Android, the “thl T200” is a phone that is made with quality and practicality in mind. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
An MT6592 octa-core processor that can reach speeds of up to 1.7GHz puts the thl T200 in the top 
section of the smart phone category, says Li. “Due to the octa-core cpu, the thl T200 achieves faster and 
more stable web browsing, a smoother multitasking experience, superior gaming and so much more”. 
 
According to Li, because the thl T200 smart phone has a Gorilla Glass IPS screen it is stronger than 
regular screens that are being used by other phone on the market. “The thl T200 has a large 6 inch 
display that uses Gorilla Glass for some truly excellent impact resistance” Li says. “You will be able to 
enjoy your movies and pictures like never before thanks to the 1080p resolution that the T200 offers”. 
 
“A built-in 13 megapixel rear camera will take pictures while the 8 megapixel front camera allows for 
high definition video chatting” says Li, “This octa-core phone will certainly change the way you interact 
with others and your media”. 
 
“To make your file transferring even easier, the thl T200 incorporates new functionalities including NFC, 
so you can easily send and receive files without having to go through a pairing process”. Li continues “A 
simple tap against another NFC enabled phone will be sufficient to start the transfer”. 
 
Being offered at 320 USD, the thl T200 is the real deal for anyone wanting a fast and powerful 
ndroismart phone that is packed with many practical functions, which costs significantly less than major 
high street branded phones today. “It has been a delight to source and offer such a powerful and 
attractive phone at such an outstanding price”. 

The T200 Android phone is the first large screen 
octa-core Android phone by thl and is one of 
the most powerful phones available on the 
market today according to Rose Li, PR manager 
for the gadget specialist. 
 
“Unlike other octa-core smart phones that can 
only activate half of their CPU, the T200 uses all 
of its eight CPU cores simultaneously, resulting 
in an increase of performance while creating 
greater power efficiency” says Li. 
 

 

http://www.chinavasion.com/china/wholesale/Android_Phones/6-7_Inch_Android_Phones/THL_T200_6_Inch_True_Octa-Core_Android_4.2_Phone_-_1080p_HD_IPS_Screen_1.7GHz_CPU_2GB_RAM_NFC/


 
Chinavasion is a Hong Kong and China based wholesaler specializing in Android phones. For more 
information and pricing on all their products, see http://www.chinavasion.com. 
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